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Local Government & Regeneration Committee’s Call for Evidence 
Response from South Lanarkshire Council 

 

Question 1: What are the advantages and disadvantages of the proposed Bill? 

 
Response:  
The Council welcomes the option for recovery of expenses through charging orders 
however, it must be recognised that local authorities would still require to access funds at 
the time of carrying out works in order to pay the costs that they have incurred in dealing 
with the situation.  These include costs incurred by contractors acting on behalf of local 
authorities to rectify the danger / defect. 
 
Having the option or threat of a charging order would improve the chance of receiving 
monies owed sooner than currently is the case.  It would also be a mechanism to recoup 
monies, albeit after a potentially significant period of time, from owners who are unwilling 
or unable to pay. 
 
Other advantages include: 

 The ability to be able to register charging orders could provide an incentive to 
owners to undertake repairs without the need to use them at all. 

 A charging order may have a more certain cost-recovery process and arguably a 
better prospect of recovery too than other debt recovery means. 

 Where an owner cannot afford to pay their share of the costs, a charging order 
effectively means there is another option available - to pay back a local authority in 
annual instalments over 30 years. 

 Whilst a charging order might have a ‘blighting’ effect on the marketability of a 
property, if repairs were not carried out at all, this would arguably have more of an 
impact. 

 The proposals allow interest to be charged on sums due. 
 
Whilst an improvement on the current position, the proposals still mean that local 
authorities will have to incur ‘up-front’ expenditure with no certainty of when the debt will 
be repaid, if at all.  It is questionable how local authorities will be able to fund this in the 
next few years given budgetary constraints. 
 
While perhaps not a disadvantage, the introduction of charging orders will not in itself 
stimulate activity to bring buildings into a good state of repair, particularly relating to 
defective buildings where the duty on local authorities is discretionary. 
 
Other disadvantages include: 

 Debt recovery might in some cases, in practice, need to wait until the property is 
sold and even then the value of the property may be less than the debt due. 

 Arguably, the administrative costs of setting up a charging order and running an 
account for up to 30 years would mean that for small amounts of sums due, it would 
not be cost-effective to set this up (albeit it is noted interest runs on sums due under 
the proposals). 
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 The Financial Memorandum refers to the Housing (Scotland) Act 2006 where there 
are provisions for the equivalent of charging orders.  According to Registers of 
Scotland, since 1 April 2009, there has been approximately 125 repayment charges 
registered for the whole of Scotland only which suggests local authorities are not 
finding this mechanism very useful and that might prove to be the case here too. 

 The Call for Evidence states that the Bill seeks to ‘prevent the sale or transfer of 
land’ until the debt has been repaid.  Whilst a charging order will ‘run with the land’ 
and be enforceable against successor owners, the proposed Bill will not actually 
prevent the sale of land until the debt is repaid.  Thus, properties are and will be 
sold with a charging order registered over the property and it does put successor 
owners on notice that they will become liable for the debt.  In practice, whilst a 
charging order may have the effect of preventing sales going ahead, we agree the 
proposed Bill (as drafted) should not actually prevent sales occurring. 

 Early Repayment Provisions: The proposed Bill states that an owner of a building 
subject to a charging order may at any time pay the amount due ‘in full or such 
lower sum as the owner may agree with the local authority’.  There is provision in 
the Bill that if the parties disagree as to the amount, the Scottish Ministers may 
decide this either in a specific case or by reference to criteria to be set out by 
subsequent Orders.  The Policy Memorandum accompanying the Bill [para.57] 
indeed states that a local authority might decide to “round down” the total amount 
due to it or waive in-house administrative costs.  Thus, the whole tenor of this, and 
possibly subsequent Orders, appears to be it is for local authorities to take the 
financial ‘hit’ here.  Also, it gives an owner a right of appeal if the parties cannot 
agree such lesser sum to Scottish Ministers.  This seems to be unduly onerous on 
local authorities and a potentially cumbersome procedure.  After all, this proposal 
would give an owner the ability to seek to reduce sums properly expended on its 
property by a local authority.  

 Whilst the facility to redeem the outstanding amount early is welcomed, especially if 
that increases debt recovery rates generally, that should not be framed to be at the 
local authorities’ expense which seems to be a realistic outcome given the 
proposals as drafted here.  A local authority’s discretion on this specific point either 
should not be fettered by intervention from the Scottish Ministers as proposed or the 
provisions about agreeing a lesser sum should be removed from the proposed Bill. 

 

Question 2: How will the Bill resolve existing problems and improve the ability of local 
authorities to undertake repairs to dangerous and defective buildings? 

 
Response:  
As mentioned above, the option for charging orders will improve the cost recovery process 
somewhat, however it is still the case that full cost recovery could take decades to recoup. 
On this basis it is unlikely that local authorities would move to a pro-active approach to 
defective building due to the upfront capital costs. With regards to dangerous buildings, the 
Council has a strict duty to act and so we will continue to do what we have always done to 
ensure the safety of the public. 
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Question 3: Where could the initial capital, required by local authorities to undertake this 
work, be found? 

 
Response: 
For dangerous buildings, the Council must act and therefore the capital costs must be 
provided from current capital budgets.  For defective buildings, the legislation is rarely 
used and as mentioned previously, we do not see ‘pro-active’ action by Councils due to 
the additional capital costs required. 
 

Question 4: Where the owner of a building is not known, how will the Bill improve on the 
current situation? 

 
Response:  
Charging orders should improve the current situation however it may take a long period of 
time before the charging order would be enacted if at all. Some buildings which we 
demolish could remain as a gap site for 5-10 years for example before being sold.  Where 
an owner cannot be traced for whatever reason or indeed, the owner has refused to pay its 
share or is unable to do so, the proposed charging order under the Bill will be a useful tool 
to the Council.  A charging order on the property, as allowed by the Bill, will provide a 
greater chance of recouping monies owed but it must be recognised that this could take 
some time. 
 

Question 5: Are there any equality issues arising from the proposed Bill? 

 
Response:  
It is not envisaged that there would be any equality issues arising from the proposed Bill. 
 

Question 6: What are your views on a fixed period of 30 years for repayment? 

 
Response:  
The Council feel that whilst the 30 year period proposed is in line with the equivalent 
provisions under the Housing (Scotland ) Act 2006, it is our view that 30 years is too long a 
period and should be reduced to not more than 15 or 20 years.  Although a longer period 
has the effect of reducing annual instalments, and hence possibly making instalments 
more affordable and more likely to be payable, it is thought that it would be extremely 
unlikely for an owner’s circumstances to remain unchanged over such a long period.  
Thus, for example, within that time-frame an owner may be able to afford to repay higher 
amounts or may want to sell the property.  From a local authority’s point of view, 30 years 
seems a very long period in which to forward plan / budget for possible cost-recovery. 
 

 
 

 


